Recent advancements at the Linac Coherent Light Source X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) enabling successful serial femtosecond diffraction experiments using nanometre-sized crystals (NCs) have opened up the possibility of X-ray structure determination of proteins that produce only submicrometre crystals such as many membrane proteins. Careful crystal pre-characterization including compatibility testing of the sample delivery method is essential to ensure efficient use of the limited beamtime available at XFEL sources. This work demonstrates the utility of transmission electron microscopy for detecting and evaluating NCs within the carrier solutions of liquid injectors. The diffraction quality of these crystals may be assessed by examining the crystal lattice and by calculating the fast Fourier transform of the image. Injector reservoir solutions, as well as solutions collected post-injection, were evaluated for three types of protein NCs (i) the membrane protein PTHR1, (ii) the multi-protein complex Pol II-GFP and (iii) the soluble protein lysozyme. Our results indicate that the concentration and diffraction quality of NCs, particularly those with high solvent content and sensitivity to mechanical manipulation may be affected by the delivery process.
Introduction
The intense, ultra-short pulses produced by the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) at SLAC have expanded the boundaries of structural biology research, enabling the collection of atomic resolution X-ray diffraction patterns from protein crystals that are too small or too radiation sensitive for conventional data collection at synchrotrons. In less than 50 fs, a pulse delivered by the LCLS X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) can expose a crystal to as many X-ray photons as a typical synchrotron beam produces in about a second. This has enabled a 'diffraction before destruction' [1] approach to overcoming radiation damage, where a single diffraction image is produced by a single LCLS pulse before a crystal succumbs to the damaging effects of X-ray exposure; and to obtain a complete dataset, single shot diffraction patterns from thousands of individual crystals are combined [2] . These experiments are carried out in vacuum (to reduce background scatter) at the Coherent X-ray Imaging endstation (CXI) at the LCLS [3] . Injectors are used to deliver crystals of submicrometre dimensions (or up to 5 mm) suspended in small diameter jets or drops of aqueous solutions [4] to a series of LCLS X-ray pulses, produced at a repetition rate of up to 120 Hz. These innovations have enabled serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) experiments to solve crystal structures using diffraction data from nanometre-sized crystals (NCs) [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , opening the door to obtain atomic information from proteins whose intrinsic disorder prevented formation of micrometre-sized crystals such as many membrane proteins and large multi-protein complexes (MPCs).
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The first SFX experiments used a gas dynamic virtual nozzle injector (GDVN) [4] for crystal delivery. The GDVN [2,10 -15] is currently the primary injector supported at CXI for crystal screening experiments. Other sample delivery systems, such as the nanoflow electrospinning injector [16] , have subsequently been developed and offer advantages such as reduced flow rate and thereby lower sample consumption by minimizing sample loss between X-ray pulses. Acoustic and micro-piezo activated drop-on-demand technologies are also in development.
The high demand for LCLS beamtime necessitates careful sample pre-characterization and injector compatibility testing to ensure efficient use of this limited resource. It is standard practice to test the crystal containing solutions with an offline sample injector prior to beam time to detect problems with jet formation due to solution bubbling, clogging from crystal clumping, or the solution drying out as it exits the injector nozzle and enters the vacuum chamber. These issues may often be eliminated by modifying the carrier solution, for example by minimizing the use of detergents or reducing salt concentration. For crystal and solution optimization, an offline setup of the GDVN injectors is available to users through the sample delivery group at the LCLS. These flow tests however do not detect the presence of diffraction quality crystals in the injector reservoir, or exiting the injector nozzle.
NCs of membrane proteins and large MPCs are often mechanically fragile. This fragility maybe further aggravated during the sample delivery process by exposure to high pressure and shear forces. Furthermore, injector efficiency may be reduced by NC clumping and aggregation in fittings such as those connecting the sample reservoir to the nozzle capillary. Therefore, methodologies to detect the presence and quality of NCs within the injector reservoir, and exiting the injector nozzle are essential to test the applicability of injector technologies to specific NC types, and to optimize the carrier solutions.
The work presented here demonstrates the potential of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to serve as a tool for detecting and evaluating NCs both before and after the injection process. NC diffraction quality may be assessed by calculating the electron diffraction pattern of the NC lattice by fast Fourier transform (FFT).
Material and methods
Three types of NCs were tested. The parathyroid hormone receptor 1 (PTHR1) was selected as a representative membrane protein. The PTHR1 is a family B G-protein coupled receptor responsible for bone mineral ion homeostasis. PTHR1 is an example of a protein where only NCs, 200 -500 nm in size, have been produced. The second type, a construct comprising a calmodulin-green fluorescent protein (GFP) chimaera bound to calmodulin-binding peptide (CBP) tagged Rpb4 subunit of RNA polymerase II (Pol II-GFP) serves as a representative MPC. This is a green-coloured protein with a large crystal lattice readily identifiable by TEM with crystal sizes ranging from 1 to 5 mm. The crystallization conditions for these systems were determined through direct examination of commercial crystallization screening drops using a novel selection protocol that combines (i) brightfield microscopy, UV fluorescence microscopy and dynamic light scattering as screening methods to detect crystallization drops containing NCs and (ii) TEM to accurately identify protein NCs and determine NC quality [17] . Lysozyme NCs were also tested as a soluble protein control.
(a) Protein expression and purification PTHR1 and Pol II were expressed and purified as described previously [18] . GFP was expressed and purified by standard methods [19] . Pol II-GFP complex was assembled by adding 2.5 molar excess of GFP in the presence of 1 mM CaCl to promote calmodulin-CBP binding followed by isolation using a Superdex 200 10/300 GL (50 mM Hepes pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 4 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 2 mM CaCl 2 and 10 mM ZnCl 2 ).
(b) Protein crystallization
Lysozyme NCs were grown with protein purchased from Sigma and was crystallized in the presence of 10% NaCl and 100 mM sodium acetate. Crystallography conditions for PTHR1 NCs were 200 mM NaCl, 100 mM Bis-Tris pH 5.5, 25% polyethylene glycol (PEG) 3350. Pol II-GFP nanocrystals were grown under 4 -6% PEG 8000, 200 mM MgCl 2 , 1 mM CaCl 2 , 100 mM Tris pH 7.5 and 10 mM DTT.
(c) Gas dynamic virtual nozzle injector
An offline GDVN injector was set up on the laboratory bench, and an optical microscope was used to observe the nozzle and appearance of the ejected NC containing solution. The GDVN nozzle consists of two coaxial capillaries; a smaller diameter capillary (40 mm ID) that transports the crystal containing solution is centred inside a larger capillary that delivers a pressurized gas stream (typically helium) that surrounds and focuses the liquid stream as it exits the nozzle. The same nozzle was used to eject the PTHR1 and the Pol II-GFP solutions and a comparable nozzle was used with the lysozyme solution. For each tested solution, the gas and liquid pressure (of the order of 200-2000 psi) were varied to produce a continuous stream of liquid extending at least a few millimetres outside of the nozzle. (The X-ray interaction region is around 100 mm from the end of the nozzle). Table 1 lists the gas and liquid pressures used for each NC type. While the GDVN normally delivers solution into a vacuum chamber, for these experiments it was operated in air to facilitate collection of the post-injector solutions. The liquid stream from the GDVN is about 5 mm in diameter, travels at a velocity of about 10 m s 21 and may transport suspended crystals with edges of 10 mm or less. To prevent clogging, the crystal containing solutions may be first filtered, typically by a 10 mm porosity filter, before flowing through a 1/16' outer diameter tubing reservoir connected to the central capillary of the GDVN nozzle. Solutions exiting the GDVN nozzle were collected onto an upper portion of an inside wall of a centrifuge tube which was immediately sealed. To help prevent dehydration, the bottom of the centrifuge tube contained a small amount of crystallization mother-liquor solution (protein-free).
(d) Transmission electron microscopy NC samples were harvested both pre-and post-injector, then stored on ice until needed for grid preparation. Copper grids with carbon film (Electron Microscopy Sciences) were made hydrophlic in a glow discharge for 1 min at 25 mV (EmiTech KX100). The samples were incubated on a hydrophilic grid for 1 min, blotted and twice incubated in 2% uranyl acetate solution for 30 s. The resulting crystal confluence was approximately 70% pre-injector and 45% post-injector for the lysozyme samples, 45% pre-injector and 10% post-injector for the Pol II-GFP samples and 15% pre-injector and very low post-injector for the PTHR1 samples. A FEI Tecani T12 electron microscope operating at 120 kV, using a single-tilt specimen holder, equipped with a 2 k Â 2 k Gatan UltraScan 1000 CCD camera for acquiring images, was used to visualize sample grids. Using the FEI T12 user interface program, images were acquired using auto-exposure and low dose mode. The focus of the images was adjusted by minimal contrast and by live FFT. The images were defocused by 2500 to 21500 nm in order to obtain more distinct lattice fringes. A select region of the NC lattice underwent an FFT using DigitalMicrograph (Gatan, Inc).
(e) Diffraction screening at Coherent X-ray imaging SFX experiments using solutions of Pol II-GFP and PTHR1 receptor were carried out at the LCLS CXI instrument [3] using 10 keV X-ray pulses of 40 fs duration with focus size of 200 nm at the X-ray interaction region. The GDVN injector was used for sample delivery using solutions with crystal concentrations of approximately 30% NCs w/v. Diffraction patterns were recorded at 120 Hz using a Cornell-SLAC Pixel Array detector [20] and analysed in real time using cctbx.xfel [21] . Only Pol II-GFP yielded diffraction patterns, and a 2.5% hit rate was obtained with 25% of hits producing indexable images. Hits were determined with a threshold of 200 ADU (determined from light averages of the data) and indexing was performed using the mod_hitfind module of cctbx.xfel with a target cell determined from previously acquired synchrotron datasets.
Results
As shown in figure 1a ,b both lyzozyme and Pol II-GFP survived the injector. Both pre-and post-injector NCs show clear identifiable lattices and at least third order evenly distributed Bragg spots obtained by FFT of the TEM images. The lattices for lysozyme were observed to be of similar quality both pre-and post-injector. As shown in figure 1b , the quality of the post-injector Pol II-GFP NC lattices was slightly decreased, as indicated by a reduction of Bragg spots from the FFT. As expected from our TEM pre-screening results, during X-ray screening at LCLS CXI the Pol II-GFP NCs produced a number of quality diffraction patterns to 4 Å resolutions, as shown in figure 2 . For PTHR1, the overall NC concentration was reduced post-injector. A few examples of crystals with a more distinct lattice (figure 3) were found in the post-injector grids that were more sparsely populated; however, the overall change in lattice quality was modest and did not differ pre-and post-injector. A significant contributor to the lower postinjector NC concentration observed in this case is the tendency of these NCs to clump together and gather in the fitting located just prior to the GDVN nozzle capillary. Modification of the internal form factor of the tubing-to-capillary connection may help resolve these problems. To reduce clumping during the experiment at CXI, crystallization conditions were optimized by adjusting PEG and salt concentrations. No diffraction was observed from PTHR1 during SFX experiments at CXI. However, a distinct low-resolution powder ring (40 Å ) was observed when a loop of this NC containing reservoir solution was tested at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource BL12-2 at RT using a 20 Â 20 mm X-ray beam at 12.5 keV. While the lack of diffraction observed during SFX experiments may be due to a low concentration of NC in the post-injector solution, resulting in zero diffraction 'hits', we attribute this negative outcome to crystal disorder. The FFT obtained from the TEM images of PTHR1, even for the more ordered lattice (figure 3), shows only low-order electron diffraction and predominantly in just one lattice direction. While initial results for this protein have been discouraging, we expect that successful SFX experiments using PTHR1 and the GDVN may be feasible through careful optimization of crystallization conditions with NC examination pre-and eventually post-injector using TEM.
Conclusion
X-ray free-electron lasers offer the possibility to solve threedimensional structures of proteins that can only crystallize as NCs, and methods to distinguish NCs, optimize NC quality, and evaluate ideal sample delivery options prior to beamtime are essential components for efficient use (and in some cases successful experiments) of these high demand facilities. We have demonstrated the utility of negatively stained TEM as a straightforward tool for distinguishing NCs with edges shorter than 5 mm, and for evaluating the NC lattice both pre-and post-injector. X-ray diffraction quality of NCs may be assessed through examination of the NC lattice in TEM images both visually and by calculating the FFT of the image. While more work is necessary, these results indicate that evenly distributed third order or higher Bragg spots in the FFT of negative stained lattice images could be a prerequisite for obtaining measureable X-ray diffraction patterns at XFEL sources. Since cryo-electron microscopy does not rely on the use of harsh stains ( potentially damaging NCs) and can provide higher resolution images, this method could constitute a more accurate method to evaluate NC quality. A future study to correlate electron diffraction with XFEL diffraction could assist the experimenter to select the best possible samples to be tested at an XFEL source.
The effects that the injection process in itself could have on diffraction quality have not been previously investigated using TEM. These effects could be of great consequence for fragile crystals with high solvent contents or for membrane proteins solubilized in detergents. Our initial results using the GDVN show that: (i) crystal concentration pre-and post-injector may vary significantly and (ii) analysis of post-injector crystals using TEM shows that diffraction quality of NCs could potentially be adversely affected by the delivery process. As indicated by the examination of Pol II GFP crystals that have 75-80% solvent content, these effects could be of particular relevance for samples with high solvent content. The success of SFX experiments may be appreciably improved through careful optimization of the carrier solutions and injector configuration for particular nanocrystal types through the use of TEM to assess diffraction quality both pre-and post-injector. 
